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Gene Expression Analysis of Macrophages That Facilitate Tumor Invasion Supports a Role for Wnt-Signaling in Mediating Their Activity in Primary Mammary Tumors

Laureen S. Ojalvo,* Charles A. Whittaker,† John S. Condeelis,‡ and Jeffrey W. Pollard*

The tumor microenvironment modifies the malignancy of tumors. In solid tumors, this environment is populated by many macrophages that, in genetic studies that depleted these cells from mouse models of breast cancer, were shown to promote tumor progression to malignancy and increase metastatic potential. Mechanistic studies showed that these tumor-promoting effects of macrophages are through the stimulation of tumor cell migration, invasion, intravasation, and enhancement of angiogenesis. Using an in vivo invasion assay, it was demonstrated that invasive carcinoma cells are a unique subpopulation of tumor cells whose invasion and chemotaxis is dependent on the comigration of tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) with obligate reciprocal signaling through an epidermal growth factor–CSF-1 paracrine loop. In this study, these invasion-promoting macrophages were isolated and subjected to analysis of their transcriptome in comparison with TAMs isolated indiscriminately to function using established macrophage markers. Unsupervised analysis of transcript patterns showed that the invasion-associated TAMs represent a unique subpopulation of TAMs that, by gene ontology criteria, have gene expression patterns related to tissue and organ development. Gene set enrichment analysis showed that these macrophages are also specifically enriched for molecules involved in Wnt-signaling. Previously, it was shown that macrophage-derived Wnt molecules promote vascular remodeling and that tumor cells are highly motile and intravasate around perivascular TAM clusters. Taken together, we conjecture that invasive TAMs link angiogenesis and tumor invasion and that Wnt-signaling plays a role in mediating their activity. The Journal of Immunology, 2010, 184: 702–712.

The tumor microenvironment modifies the malignancy of tumors. In solid tumors, this environment is populated by many macrophages that, in genetic studies that depleted these cells from mouse models of breast cancer, were shown to promote tumor progression to malignancy and increase metastatic potential. Mechanistic studies showed that these tumor-promoting effects of macrophages are through the stimulation of tumor cell migration, invasion, intravasation, and enhancement of angiogenesis. Using an in vivo invasion assay, it was demonstrated that invasive carcinoma cells are a unique subpopulation of tumor cells whose invasion and chemotaxis is dependent on the comigration of tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) with obligate reciprocal signaling through an epidermal growth factor–CSF-1 paracrine loop. In this study, these invasion-promoting macrophages were isolated and subjected to analysis of their transcriptome in comparison with TAMs isolated indiscriminately to function using established macrophage markers. Unsupervised analysis of transcript patterns showed that the invasion-associated TAMs represent a unique subpopulation of TAMs that, by gene ontology criteria, have gene expression patterns related to tissue and organ development. Gene set enrichment analysis showed that these macrophages are also specifically enriched for molecules involved in Wnt-signaling. Previously, it was shown that macrophage-derived Wnt molecules promote vascular remodeling and that tumor cells are highly motile and intravasate around perivascular TAM clusters. Taken together, we conjecture that invasive TAMs link angiogenesis and tumor invasion and that Wnt-signaling plays a role in mediating their activity. The Journal of Immunology, 2010, 184: 702–712.

Within the primary tumor microenvironment, at least two mechanisms are proposed by which TAMs facilitate tumor metastasis. The first relates to the demonstrated ability of TAMs to secrete proteases within the tumor microenvironment, such as urokinase plasminogen activator (10) (uPA), cathepsins B and D (11, 12), and matrix metalloproteinases 2 and 9 (13). It is believed that these TAM-derived enzymes digest the tumor basement membrane, facilitating tumor cell escape. Indeed, there are increased TAM numbers overlying sites of basement membrane breakdown in PyMT tumors (8). Moreover, there is enrichment of numerous other extracellular proteases in the tumor stroma of PyMT animals (14), coinciding with the localization of most TAMs in the tumor microenvironment (5, 15).

A second mechanism by which TAMs facilitate tumor metastasis is through directly enhancing an early stage of the metastatic cascade (16): carcinoma cell invasion. In vitro evidence demonstrated that macrophage production and release of the Wnt-ligand Wnt5a can stimulate the noncanonical planar cell polarity Wnt signaling pathway in carcinoma cells to promote invasion (17). In addition, an in vivo invasion assay (15, 18) similarly showed that TAMs promote carcinoma cell motility and invasion, but through a different mechanism that involves a paracrine signaling loop between tumor cells and TAMs.

In the in vivo invasion assay, a growth factor or chemokine was held within a 33-gauge microneedle containing Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and then positioned and stabilized within the primary tumor to collect responsive cells (18). It was noted that whether the tumor cell chemokine epidermal growth factor (EGF) or the macrophage chemokine CSF-1 was placed into the needles, both tumor cells and macrophages migrated in response (18). Moreover, pharmacologic or Ab functional inhibition of EGF/EGFR or CSF-1/CSF-1R signaling halted the movement of both cell types (15, 19, 20). Further experiments confirming the
results of the in vivo invasion assay demonstrated that significantly fewer cells were collected in Csf1r<sup>Tgop</sup> animals (21), but cell numbers increased when CSF-1 was transgenically restored to the mammary fat pad. Furthermore, preinjection of wild type tumors with CSF-1 significantly increases collected cell numbers (19). These results are in agreement with human breast cancer studies in which increased levels of circulating CSF-1 (22) and/or increased tumor CSF-1R staining (23) correlate with poor prognosis and the observed expression of EGF by TAMs in breast cancer (24).

Isolation and expression profiling of invasive carcinoma cells demonstrated that these are a unique subpopulation of tumor cells (25, 26) that are highly motile, but less proliferative and apoptotic compared with the general carcinoma cell population (26, 27). Overall, these invasive cells have a survival advantage and increased resistance to chemotherapeutic agents (28). Although these studies were originally performed in tumor xenografts, the results are conserved in the transgenic PyMT animals (29).

We hypothesized that, similar to the invasive carcinoma cells, invasive TAMs are a unique subpopulation of TAMs found at sites of tumor invasion. We therefore aimed to collect and compare these cells to general TAMs (GTs) collected indiscriminately to specific fraction, using cell markers and flow cytometry. The studies herein identify a gene expression signature for invasive TAMs and provide the first example of an isolated subpopulation of TAMs. These invasive cells are compelling therapeutic targets because they represent a population of cells caught at an early stage of metastasis. Considering the invasive carcinoma cell requirement of comigrating TAMs, targeting these nongenomically transformed—

Materials and Methods

**Mice**

All procedures involving mice were conducted in accordance with National Institutes of Health regulations concerning the use and care of experimental animals. The study of mice was approved by the Albert Einstein College of Medicine animal use committee. The FVB/N-Tg(MMTV-PyVmt10d) (PyMT) transgenic mice were provided by Dr. W.J. Muller (McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) and have been described previously (8). Male PyMT mice on an FVB background were bred to h TREM-1<sup>−/−</sup> female mice on a mixed background to generate homozygous MacGreen female mice on a mixed background to generate previously (31). Male PyMT mice on an FVB background were bred to a novel opportunity for therapeutic benefits.

**Collection of general TAMs (flow cytometry)**

PyMT female mice with late-stage tumors of ~2 cm diameter were injected in the lateral tail-vein with 200 μl 10 mg/ml 70 kDa dextran conjugated to the Texas Red fluorochrome (Invitrogen, Eugene, Oregon) resuspended in PBS. Two hours postinjection, mice were anesthetized with isofoane and perfused intracardiacally with ice cold PBS. Following sacrifice, all subsequent steps were performed at 4°C. Tumors were minced and filtered four times through graded nylon filters, centrifuged at 1200 RPM for 5 min, and resuspended in erythrocyte lysis buffer (Beckman-Coulter, Marseille, France). Cells were washed three times in nuclease-free PBS containing 2% BSA and incubated with the macrophage-specific Alexa-fluor 488 conjugated F4/80 monoclonal Ab (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Dextran/F480 double-positive cells were sorted on a DakoCytomation MoFlo High-Speed Cell Sorter (DakoCytomation, Fort Collins, Colorado) at 23 pounds per square inch. into PBS + 2% BSA. Dextran/Csf1r-enhanced GFP (EGFP) double positive cells were isolated similarly as previously described (4).

**Collection of invasive TAMs (in vivo invasion assay)**

The collection of invasive cells via the in vivo invasion assay was originally designed, validated, and described by Wyckoff et al. (18) and Wang et al. (25). A solution of 25 nM purified EGF and 0.01 nM EDTA (pH 7.4) in Leibowitz’s L15 media and 10% BSA was freshly made the day of collection. Matrigel was added to 10% total volume (needle mixture). This mixture was then filled into six 33-gauge microneedles and kept at 4°C until the animal was prepared.

A mouse with two solid tumors of ~2 cm diameter was anesthetized using isoflurane, and a small flap of skin was removed to expose the tumor. A micromanipulator connected to a needle holder (consisting of three 25-gauge needles) was used to stably guide the insertion of three guide wires ~2–5 mm into the surface of the tumors. Two micromanipulators were used per animal in separate tumors. Gently, the guide wires were removed and replaced with the filled collection needles one by one. The animal was kept under monitored anesthesia for 4 h and sacrificed by cervical dislocation at termination of collection.

Prior to sacrifice, the six collection needles were removed and the contents extruded using ~100 μl per needle of Leibowitz’s L15 media and 10% BSA tube. Five percent total volume was stained by DAPI for cell count. Ten microliters CD11b (Mac-1) magnetic beads (Milteny-Biotec, Gladbach, Germany) were added to the remaining volume and incubated at 4°C with gentle agitation for 30 min. The sample was next placed onto a magnetic block for 30 min. and the remaining invasive carcinoma cells in the supernatant were removed. Two hundred microliters guanidine thiocyanate containing Buffer RLT (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) was added to remaining beads and then incubated over ice for 10 min. Beads were centrifuged and the supernatant containing RNA was transferred into an RNase-free 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube. RNA isolation was performed on a cohort of four animals, resulting in RNA from ~6000 invasive TAMs per final array sample.

**RNA extraction, amplification, and cDNA preparation**

Total RNA was extracted from flow-sorted GTs and in vivo invasion assay isolated invasive TAMs using RNeasy Micro Kits (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Amplification-grade DNsae 1 treatment was performed on the RNA elution column to remove potential genomic DNA contamination. Approximate yields were 150 ng. Quality was determined using a nanobiosizing assay (Agilent Bioanalyzer; Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA).

Approximately 100 ng RNA from samples was resuspended into 11 μl RNase/DNase-Free water, and a single round of linear amplification was performed by the in vitro transcription T7 promoter method as outlined by the manufacturer’s protocol (Ambion’s Message Amp T7 Kit; Ambion, Austin, TX). For microarray samples, a second round of linear amplification was performed with 200 ng first round amplified material. At all steps, yield and quality were established using spectrophotometry and an Agilent Bioanalyzer.

For samples to be used for microarray hybridization, Superscript III (Invitrogen) reverse transcriptase was used to prepare 5 μg cDNA from amplified RNA. Random primers (Invitrogen) were used to prime the reaction. Second-strand cDNA synthesis was performed using Escherichia coli DNA Ligase (Invitrogen), E. coli DNA Polymerase 1 (Invitrogen) and T4 DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen). RNase H (Invitrogen) treatment was additionally performed. The reaction was stopped with 0.5 M EDTA and purified using a PCR purification kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Samples were resuspended to ~200 ng/μl.

**Gene expression arrays**

Five micrograms of double-stranded cDNA from each invasive TAM and GT sample was used for gene expression array processing. The expression array chip used contained 385,000 60-mer probes representing 42,586 genes (average nine probes per target; NimbleGen, Rekjavik, Iceland). A total of five independent samples for each macrophage population were prepared. A 25 ng NimbleGen, quality verified and hybridized, and normalized, background-corrected, and saved to logarithmic scale using a robust mult-array analysis (32) as implemented by NimbleScan software, version 2.2.33 (Nimblegen, Rekjavik, Iceland). Raw and normalized data available at the National Center for Biotechnology Information Gene Expression Omnibus (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/), series GSE18295. Normalized data were analyzed and presented using R project (33, 34). Several packages developed for R through Bioconductor (35)—an open-source, open-development software project—were used for array analysis. These packages include limma (36), marray, siggenes and RCColorBrewer. Significance analysis of microarray (SAM) (37) was implemented for stringent gene selection criteria using the siggenes package.

A total of 3,859 significantly regulated transcripts with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 1% when comparing invasive TAM to GT. Five biologic repeats were prepared for gene expression array when comparing F4/80<sup>+</sup>dextran<sup>+</sup> FVB background TAMs to Csf1r<sup>+</sup>EGFP<sup>+</sup>
dextran+ mixed background TAMs as described above. By SAM, a δ value of 1.4 called 41 significantly regulated transcripts with a 10% FDR. All transcripts assayed by the microarrays were subjected to hierarchical clustering, and a sample dendrogram was produced using the R package pvclust (38). The required R commands are included in the text file “TAMpvclust.r” (http://tinyurl.com/yg3l8gr) and the input data are the file “TAM.txt” (http://tinyurl.com/yg5j2qn).

Bioinformatics
The Ingenuity Pathways Knowledge Base (IPA) version 6.3 (www.ingenuity.com/products/pathways_analysis.html) was used to identify enriched cellular and molecular functions and canonical pathways among differentially regulated transcripts. p Values were calculated through IPA 6.3 using a right-tailed Fisher exact test and related to the likelihood of enrichment of specific function within a queried gene-set. Oncomine (www.oncomine.org) was used to mine human breast cancer microarray data as previously described (39, 40).

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/) was used to identify KEGG pathways upregulated in invasive TAMs. KEGG gene sets containing between 15 and 500 genes were considered, and statistical significance was assessed using 5000 gene set permutations. Additional details about the GSEA run can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/yh2zrred; the files needed to recreate the analysis are here: http://tinyurl.com/ybe4dc5.

Quantitative real time PCR
Four subsequent biologic repeats of each GT and invasive TAM sample that had been single-round amplified were used for quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (QRT-PCR). Needle control bone marrow macrophage experiments (described below) did not require amplification. Superscript III (Invitrogen) reverse transcriptase was used to prepare 200 ng cDNA from RNA or amplified RNA. Random nonamers (a gift from Dr. Sumanta Goswami, Yeshiva University, New York, NY) were used to prime the reaction. Relative transcript abundance was detected by SybrGreen (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) on the ABI 7900HT thermal cycler using gene-specific primers. Gene expression was normalized to the housekeeping gene, cyclophilin A (Ppia), and expressed values in invasive TAMs relative to GTs were determined using the ΔΔCT method (41). In needle control experiments, gene expression was reported as normalized to the housekeeping gene.

Cultured flow cytometry–sorted macrophages
TAMs from PyMT females and splenic macrophages from non–tumor-bearing littermate controls were isolated as previously described (4). Resulting cells were seeded onto bacterial plastic plates and allowed to adhere for 12 h. Cells were washed and the RNA was extracted using the RNasy Micro kit (Qiagen) per the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was quantitated before semiquantitative PCR for Wnt7b expression and then normalized to the housekeeping gene GAPDH.

Results
Invasive TAMs collected via the in vivo invasion assay are a unique subpopulation of TAM
Invasive TAMs were isolated from PyMT animals on the FVB background with late stage tumors as previously described (18, 25, 26). In brief, 33-gauge microneedles containing a mixture including 25 nM EGF and the matrix, Matrigel, were placed into the primary tumors of anesthetized animals. Over a 4-h collection ∼1000 carcinoma cells and macrophages migrate into a single needle in an ∼3:1 ratio (26). Six needles were used per animal, yielding ∼1500 invasive TAMs. Positive selection for invasive TAMs was performed using CD11b (Mac-1:integrin αM subunit) magnetic beads to separate TAMs from the invasive carcinoma cells as previously described (25). To obtain sufficient material for efficient RNA isolation and amplification for gene expression array, invasive TAMs from four separate animals were pooled for each sample. Five of these biologic replicates were obtained and compared by microarray with five biologic replicates of GTs, which were isolated by flow cytometry based on their expression of the macrophage-specific marker F4/80 and their ability to macropinocytose fluorochrome conjugated 70 kDa dextran (Fig. 1A).

FIGURE 1. Isolation of a functionally defined subpopulation of invasive TAMs for gene expression analysis. A, Schematic of array experimental protocol comparing gene expression profile of invasive TAMs to GTs (26). B, Volcano plot illustrating fold change (log base 2) compared with p value (−log base 10) between invasive TAMs and GTs. Horizontal bar at y ≈ 1.303 represents a significance level of p = 0.05 significance level. C, SAM for δ 3.859, FDR 1%.
Previously, it has been shown that TAMs are not compromised in their ability to secrete EGF or migrate into microneedles following ingestion of 70 kDa dextran (15), and that invasive TAMs uniformly express F4/80 (19). However, in the absence of transgenic labeling, F4/80 and dextran phagocytosis are minimally needed to isolate a pure population of TAMs from the heterogeneous tumor microenvironment (4). Therefore, although commercially produced and validated CD11b magnetic beads were sufficient for separating the two invasive cell populations that migrate into the needle, more stringent criteria were required for flow cytometrically obtaining the GT population. Of note, by defining markers for macrophages, these two populations are identical; therefore, microarrays were used to determine variance in gene expression between all TAMs and the functionally defined invasive subpopulation.

A volcano plot illustrates the large number of transcript abundance differences between the invasive TAM and GT populations. 4687 genes were identified as downregulated (Log2Ratio < −1; p < 0.05), and 3294 genes were upregulated (Log2Ratio > 1; p < 0.05; Fig. 1B). To obtain a more stringently selected population of differentially regulated transcripts, SAM (37) was used with a 6 value of 3.859, corresponding to a 1% FDR. This criterion resulted in 1457 genes called as significantly differentially regulated (Fig. 1 of 3.859, corresponding to a 1% FDR. This criterion resulted in 1457 genes called with an FDR of 1% when comparing macrophages isolated from the same tissue. Therefore, to proceed with the analysis it was first necessary to explore the arrays to validate their utility.

Results summarized in Supplemental Fig. 1 indicate that all arrays had been the large number of transcripts called as differentially regulated. Previous work comparing the gene expression profiles of macrophages from two separate tissues (tumor and spleen) yielded 460 differentially regulated genes by SAM using a standard FDR of 10% (4). In this study, 1457 transcripts were called with an FDR of 1% when comparing macrophages isolated from the same tissue. Therefore, to proceed with the analysis it was first necessary to explore the arrays to validate their utility.

An early concern in the analysis of the invasive TAM microarrays had been the large number of transcripts called as differentially regulated. Previous work comparing the gene expression profiles of macrophages from two separate tissues (tumor and spleen) yielded 460 differentially regulated genes by SAM using a standard FDR of 10% (4). In this study, 1457 transcripts were called with an FDR of 1% when comparing macrophages isolated from the same tissue. Therefore, to proceed with the analysis it was first necessary to explore the arrays to validate their utility. Results summarized in Supplemental Fig. 1 indicate that all samples were successfully labeled, hybridized, scanned, and globally reproducible. Excess differences between GTs and invasive TAMs could also be due to the increased irreducible contamination of carcinoma cells present in the invasive TAM sample, which has been demonstrated previously to be ~10% (25), and was unchanged in our hands (data not shown). To assess whether tumor cell contamination was significant in the data set, the previously published invasive carcinoma cell signature from PyMT tumors (29) was compared with that for the invasive TAM. Of the 901 differentially regulated transcripts (absolute fold change >2) in invasive carcinoma cells, 55 were also represented in the 1457 differentially regulated transcripts of the invasive TAMs. Only 17 transcripts were differentially regulated in the same direction (i.e., up in both samples or down in both samples). Of the 901 genes from the invasive carcinoma cell study, 188 were not able to be annotated because of expired annotations, and therefore may have been missed. However, overall we found no evidence of significant contamination of carcinoma cell transcripts in our samples.

Although no specific confounder was identified that caused the differences between general and invasive TAMs, in our data analysis we used unsupervised analytical techniques for broad generalizations of invasive TAM physiological functions in combination with carefully supervised analyses to establish that sufficient precedent exists to ascribe specific results to invasive TAM activity.

Consistent with the volcano plot and SAM analyses, hierarchical clustering (43) of all transcripts assayed on the gene expression chip demonstrates clear separation between the invasive TAM and GT samples (Fig. 2). Hierarchical clustering and a sample dendrogram was produced using the R package pvclust (38). The approximatively unbiased scores give an indication of clade reliability. Clades supported by scores near 100 can be considered reliable.

Interestingly, the GT samples from the pure FVB mice used in this study did not separate from the TAM samples sorted by flow cytometry from MacGreen mice, a mixed strain. The MacGreen animals express EGFP via the colony stimulating factor 1 receptor (Csf1r) promoter, in granulocytes, monocytes and macrophages (4, 31, 44). Previously we demonstrated that a pure population of TAMs can be isolated based on EGFP expression (myeloid lineage) and Texas Red dextran uptake (macrophagic ability) from these tumor-bearing animals (4). This is consistent with the DNA
microarray comparison of both these samples that demonstrated only a small number of differences between the samples, despite strain differences and methods of isolation. These hierarchical clustering data are consistent with microarray comparison of these samples, demonstrating minimal changes despite differences in strain and markers for isolation. It further confirms that GTs are distinct compared with splenic macrophages. It is now also shown that the invasive TAM subpopulation is unique to each.

The final list of 1457 identified differentially regulated transcripts is listed in Supplemental Table I. QRT-PCR was used to confirm the results from the gene expression arrays, and all transcripts tested were validated in their relative expression pattern by this assay (Fig. 3). mRNA transcripts of decreased abundance in the invasive TAMs include the Csf1r, the src-family kinase Lyn, the proinflammatory cytokine IL-18, a macrophage scavenger receptor (Msr1), and two metalloproteases (Adam8 and Mmp14). Transcripts more abundantly expressed in invasive TAMs include a serine protease (Mtsp1), a proangiogenic molecule (Ccn1/Cyr61) and a member of the Wnt-family of ligands, Wnt5b. Notably, a second Wnt-family ligand, Wnt7b, was also identified as significantly increased in invasive TAMs; however, the baseline transcript abundance in GTs was not sufficient for detection by QRT-PCR and could not be tested for comparison. However, semiquantitative RT-PCR was used to validate increased Wnt7b expression (Fig. 4E).

Gene expression pattern of invasive TAMs

Using the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis system (IPA 6.3), differentially regulated transcripts were analyzed for physiological functions and corresponding significance. To gain an appreciation for tissue trophic functions of this TAM population, Table I ranks the enriched functional categories relating to physiologic system and development when comparing those regulated transcripts that are upregulated or downregulated. Embryonic development and tissue development were the two functions determined to be most enriched in invasive TAMs. Previously, TAMs generically have been shown to have an expression signature similar to that of macrophages in developing embryos (4, 45). These results suggest that invasive TAMs are a TAM subpopulation that is expressly engaged in tissue trophic functions most similarly to embryonic phagocytes.

To further explore the dataset, GSEA (46) was used to identify groups of functionally related genes with expression patterns that correlate with the invasive TAM phenotype. The dataset was collapsed to a single expression value per HUGO gene symbol, so that the probe with the highest average expression value across all the samples was selected as the representative for that gene in the dataset. Genes were ranked based on differential expression between invasive TAMs and GTs with genes high in invasive TAMs at the top of the list and those high in GTs at the bottom. The GSEA method was then used to examine the distribution of the 148 functionally related human KEGG pathway gene sets (47) within the ranked gene list to gain an appreciation for functional motifs mediating invasive TAM activity. Eleven gene sets were enriched in the invasive TAM phenotype using a 25% false discovery rate cut-off (Fig. 4A, Table II). GSEA leading edge analysis was then performed to compare the sets of genes responsible for the enrichment observations. Two clusters of relationship were observed (Fig. 4A). The first contains the cell communication gene set (HSA0430) and the ECM receptor interaction gene set (HSA04512) and is driven by a group of laminin, collagen, and thrombospondin genes (http://tinyurl.com/yg3dhfr). The second set...
consists of four gene sets: basal cell carcinoma (HSA05217), Hedgehog signaling pathway (HAS04340), Wnt signaling pathway (HSA04310), and melanogenesis (HAS04916; Fig. 4B). This relationship is driven by a group 10 Wnt family members that are present in all four of these gene sets (WNT 1, 4, 5B, 6, 7B, 9A, 9B, 10A, and 16; http://tinyurl.com/yg3dhrf). This Wnt-containing set is of particular interest because of the recognized role of the Wnt-signaling pathway in development and its identified role in macrophage function (17, 48, 49). Besides the Wnt-ligands, several frizzled receptors and molecules that modulate Wnt-signaling were also present in these enriched gene sets, pointing toward a larger role for macrophage-mediated Wnt activity in the tumor microenvironment. Using GSEA, the genes associated with a role in the Wnt pathway were graphed (Fig. 5A) (46). The enrichment score of the Wnt-signaling pathway is 0.299 and the nominal p value is 0.021 (Table II). Of the 140 pathway-affiliated genes, there are groups of genes positively (red) and negatively (blue) correlated with invasive TAM expression. Those positively correlated genes that most-contributed to Wnt pathway enrichment are depicted with the associated expression normograms to demonstrate the consistency between samples (Fig. 5B).

The Wnt-signaling pathway has a role in TAM activity

Returning to the IPA, graphing the log2ratio for every Wnt ligand demonstrates that all but Wnt8b were increased in invasive TAMs (Fig. 6A). However, as previously mentioned, only Wnt5b and Wnt7b were identified by stringent criteria (SAM) as independently statistically significant. Those significant molecules called by SAM were superimposed on the Wnt pathway, and similar to the GSEA results, other molecules related to Wnt activity were represented in this gene set (Fig. 6B). Wnt5b and Wnt7b were reproducible between gene expression chips (Fig. 6C). Wnt5b expression was validated by QRT-PCR in Fig. 3. Wnt7b is of very low transcript abundance and therefore nested semiquantitative RT-PCR, a two-step PCR protocol, is required for detection. Fig. 6D illustrates that Wnt7b is not produced in splenic macrophages (Sp Macs), but is slightly increased in GTs and highly enriched in invasive TAMs (NC TAMs).

Table I. Categories relating to physiologic system development and function enriched in invasive TAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Embryonic development</td>
<td>$2.87 \times 10^{-3} - 4.14 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tissue development</td>
<td>$2.87 \times 10^{-3} - 4.14 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tissue morphology</td>
<td>$2.87 \times 10^{-4} - 4.14 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nervous system development and function</td>
<td>$1.21 \times 10^{-3} - 4.14 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Immune response</td>
<td>$1.29 \times 10^{-3} - 4.14 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downregulated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immune response</td>
<td>$2.18 \times 10^{-10} - 2.04 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Immune and lymphatic system development and function</td>
<td>$5.08 \times 10^{-9} - 2.19 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hematologic system development and function</td>
<td>$8.02 \times 10^{-7} - 2.19 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tissue development</td>
<td>$2.36 \times 10^{-7} - 2.00 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reproductive system development and function</td>
<td>$7.38 \times 10^{-7} - 7.38 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Because Wnt7b is a confirmed macrophage gene product (48, 49), it was selected for more stringent confirmation of expression in TAMs, which has not previously been demonstrated. Considering there is a known contamination of invasive carcinoma cells in the invasive TAM preparations (25), it was desired to attribute the expression of Wnt7b to the TAMs directly. Wnt7b was indicated to be enriched in GTs, and although GTs show decreased expression compared with invasive TAMs, we aimed to determine whether Wnt7b expression could be detected in a pure population of GTs. It has been previously established that using a protocol exploiting the adhesive property of macrophages, a pure population of TAMs can be isolated (50). Dextran + Csf1r-EGFP+ splenic macrophages and TAMs were sorted by flow cytometry and plated onto bacterial plastic. After 12 h incubation, macrophages were washed and RNA was extracted. Following semiquantitative RT-PCR, Wnt7b expression was present only in the TAM population (Fig. 6E). It is noted that this method is not specific for invasive TAMs whose paucity precludes this type of analysis; however, by establishing that Wnt7b was present in a pure population of TAMs, the microarray data already presented suggest that this expression would be enriched in invasive TAMs.

Lastly, to ascertain the significance of Wnt7b expression in human breast cancer, Oncomine (www.oncomine.org) (39) was used to analyze previously published human breast cancer microarray studies for its expression (Fig. 6F). Oncomine compiles and organizes human tumor microarray studies, allowing the data to be analyzed by independent researchers. In these prior studies, tumor samples are generally from whole-tissue biopsies; therefore, a heterogeneous assortment of cell types from the tumor microenvironment can be carefully assessed as previously demonstrated in follicular lymphoma (51) and human breast cancer (52). In our screening of the database, increased expression of \( \text{WNT7B} \) was found to be significantly correlated with positive lymph node metastasis (53, 54). Although this analysis interrogates the expression of every cell present in the tumor biopsy and not TAMs alone, when analyzed in conjunction with the other data, it provides support that this increased \( \text{WNT7B} \) expression in advanced disease is due to the increased expression in present TAMs.

Discussion

As an early step in tumor metastasis, targeting carcinoma cell motility and invasion within the primary tumor microenvironment presents a unique opportunity to impede tumor progression. Previous clinical data have indicated that high density of TAMs within
a tumor microenvironment correlates with poor prognosis (55). Furthermore, recent experimental data has provided compelling evidence indicating TAMs in the direct facilitation of tumor invasion (15, 19, 20). The studies herein describe the in vivo functional isolation of a subpopulation of TAMs caught in the act of promoting carcinoma cell motility; their gene expression profile, compared with a GT population, isolated indiscriminately to function by flow cytometry using the macrophage known macropinocytic capacity and cell-surface expression of F4/80 as markers. It has previously been shown that phagocytosis of dextran does not compromise a macrophage’s motility or its ability to secrete EGF in response to CSF-1 (15). Furthermore, it has previously been shown that invasive TAMs are a uniform population that express F4/80 and are macropinocytic (15, 19). Therefore,
these experiments are specific for comparing the gene expression of those TAMs actively promoting tumor cell invasion versus the vast majority of TAMs that are not.

Previously, gene expression studies of invasive tumor cells collected through the in vivo invasion assay have yielded mechanistic insight into the cell biology—namely motility (26, 27, 29, 56) and viability (28)—of this subpopulation of tumor cells. Considering an inherent requirement for TAMs, we hypothesized that gene expression studies of invasive TAMs would also provide useful insight into the physiology of TAM promotion of tumor progression. The invasive TAM arrays indicated a considerable number of transcripts as differentially regulated, despite use of highly stringent gene selection criteria. Therefore, we interrogated possible artifactual explanations that could account for these differences. In-depth examination of the data failed to identify consistent biases or deviations from the norm; therefore, technical artifacts could not account for why so many genes were differentially regulated (Supplemental Fig. 1). Moreover, QRT-PCR on subsequent biologic repeats confirmed all tested results from the gene expression arrays (Fig. 3). We were also concerned that the large number of differences would be due to an irreducible contamination of carcinoma cells, but significant overlap in expression data was not found when the results were compared with invasive carcinoma cell expression data. Taken together, these results indicate that this invasive macrophage population has a unique transcriptome significantly different from the GT population. Useful data can be extracted from the microarray data; however, given that some of these differences may be caused by the experimental perturbation required to collect these cells, caution must be exercised and mechanistic experiments will be needed to confirm that the results are physiologically relevant.

IPA 6.3 was used to embark on a bioinformatic analysis of the enriched functional categories within the stringently identified 1457 transcripts called as differentially regulated by SAM. Physiologic system development and function categories were ranked by significance of enrichment for clues as to how this invasive TAM population was affecting the tumor microenvironment (Table I). It was anticipated that, similar to invasive carcinoma cells (25), invasive TAMs would distinctly demonstrate enrichment in molecules involved in the paracrine loop required for tumor cell migration and invasion—EGF and CSF-1R in macrophages (19)—and those mediating macrophage motility to be specifically enriched in invasive TAMs. In fact, the opposite was found wherein Csf1r transcript expression, whose biochemical function is critical to the paracrine loop expression, was diminished, as were molecules critical to normal macrophage migration (Fig. 3). Unlike tumor cells, macrophages are nongenomically transformed immune cells in which exquisite transcriptional, translational, and post-translational control is maintained to prevent a shift in balance of immune activity to an overly exaggerated inflammatory response. Therefore, although the results were not anticipated, we do not suggest that they conflict with the established protein requirement for these molecules in the paracrine loop and macrophage motility. The CSF-1R, while not only being on the cell surface, is maintained in a large cryptic intracellular pool from where it can be rapidly mobilized to the cell surface (57). Furthermore, it has recently been shown that Csf1r expression is decreased in macrophages following stimulation by lipopolysaccharide (58, 59), and it is feasible that other molecules communicating between TAMs and tumor cells during their active comigration may produce a similar effect.

Conversely, embryonic and tissue development were enriched ontologic designations of genes overexpressed in invasive TAMs. This finding was interesting, considering that macrophages are well known to have essential tissue trophic functions during development (1, 60), and especially during mammary gland development (21, 61, 62). TAMs may be recapitulating a number of these tissue trophic functions executed during development to promote tumor progression (63, 64). The annotation of transcriptional profiles to function was further explored using GSEA (46), an analytical method that examines the distribution of functionally related genes in an ordered gene expression dataset without the selection of upregulated or downregulated genes. This method was used to examine the KEGG pathways that are present in humans and enriched in the invasive TAM dataset. Notably, the Wnt-signaling pathway, a pathway critical to normal tissue development was identified as highly enriched (Fig. 4, Table II). Although a KEGG pathway does not exist specifically for breast cancer, it was noted that the invasive TAM gene set was enriched for molecules frequently overexpressed in human basal cell carcinoma (Fig. 4B). Except for Wnt-signaling being a common denominator, the significance of this association is unclear. However, through population studies it is known that the diagnosis of numerous skin cancers, including basal cell carcinoma, confers an increased relative risk of the development of breast cancer (65, 66). Moreover, in human basal cell carcinoma, increased TAM density correlates with increased depth of invasion and microvessel density (67). This finding suggests that perhaps the KEGG gene set attributed to basal cell carcinoma derives in part from the TAMs present within the tumor microenvironment.

We were compelled to further study the significant over-expression of Wnt7b in TAMs because of its known production by macrophages (48, 49) and the known role of Wnt signaling in development (68, 69) and cancer (70). The Wnt7b ligand is a notoriously low-abundant transcript, and it was necessary to use nested primers for semiquantitative PCR to detect message (48). Genetic tools to transgenically label cells producing Wnt7b, described in studies of macrophage contribution to vascular remodeling of hyaloid vessels in the developing mouse eye (48), will be useful in future tumor studies although conclusive studies may be hampered when transitioning these models from the relatively hypocellular developing mouse eye to the hypercellular tumor microenvironment. Therefore, although our gene expression studies originally identified Wnt7b as being increased in invasive TAMs compared with GTs, we aimed to provide evidence that in general, TAMs express Wnt7b.

Semi-quantitative PCR confirmed that Wnt7b is minimally enriched in TAMs and further enriched in invasive TAMs (Fig. 6D). We considered that if carcinoma cells produced the majority of Wnt7b, a profile similar to that seen in Fig. 6D would be produced, because flow cytometric sorting generally isolates a 97–99% pure population on postsort, whereas cell separation following the in vivo invasion assay yields a slightly higher contamination (25). Therefore, a second validated (50) macrophage isolation step following flow cytometry was used to more purely study the Wnt7b expression in adherent TAMs. After isolation of TAMs and splenic macrophages by flow cytometry, they were allowed to adhere to petri dishes. RNA was subsequently extracted from both pure macrophage populations and Wnt7b expression was only detected in TAMs.

As mentioned above, in the developing mouse eye, macrophages direct vascular remodeling of hyaloid vessels by producing Wnt7b (48, 49). Interestingly, recent work (49) has proposed a mechanism in this model whereby macrophages produce Wnt7b that stimulates the canonical Wnt signaling pathway in vascular endothelial cells (VECs), which express Wnt coreceptors Lrp5 and Frizzled, in a paracrine fashion. This signaling cascade eventually results in the stabilization of β-catenin and VEC entry into cell cycle. Furthermore, in the developing mouse eye, angiopoietin-2 production by vessel-related pericytes provides an apoptotic signal
to VECs, leading to their death and overall vascular remodeling. This would suggest that in the absence of an apoptotic signal to VECs, this model could provide a mechanism for macrophage stimulation of VEC proliferation, such as in tumor angiogenesis.

Perivascular TAM clusters are indicated to most efficiently promote carcinoma cell motility in an EGF/CSF-1 paracrine loop dependent manner in PyMT mammary tumors. Consequently, these perivascular TAM clusters have been proposed to be an invasive hotspot (15). In human breast cancer tissue sections, triple staining for cathepsin B and WNT7B are consistent with this hypothesis. Not insignificantly, human leukocytic invasion in human breast tumors (6). Furthermore, it is believed that these angiogenic beds are also the sites of tumor cell invasion (3, 63). Our results linking Wnt7b and tumor cell invasion are consistent with this hypothesis. Not insignificantly, human breast tumors that have higher expression levels of WNT7B are associated with advanced disease as defined by tumor-positive lymph node (Fig. 6F).

This article describes the gene expression signature of a unique invasive TAM subpopulation that putatively has roles in tumor progression through promotion of tumor metastasis and angiogenesis, with the role of Wnt signaling as a common denominator throughout the mononuclear phagocyte system of the mouse. This would suggest that in the absence of an apoptotic signal to VECs, leading to their death and overall vascular remodeling.
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